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Introduction

t:
KHE art of equivalent network representation has grown very con-

siderably since its inception by Dr. G. A. Campbell. In his paper

"Cissoidal Oscillations" which was published in 1911 he proved that any

passive network made up of a finite number of invariable elements and hav-

ing one pair of input terminals and one pair of output terminals is externally

equivalent to an unsymmetrical T or II network. From this modest be-

ginning the field of applications of the equivalent circuit concept has steadily

expanded so that by now the whole field of linear passive circuit theory has

been subjected to equivalent circuit interpretation.

With the advent of the thermionic vacuum tube amplifier, linear active

network theory had to be considered and almost immediately the attempt

was made to obtain an equivalent circuit whose performance would depict

the linear characteristic of the tube. The equivalent circuit art has also,

in recent years, been used to describe the performance of certain classes of

non-linear devices, such as mixers, and further applications in this field will

no doubt be made.

Equivalent circuit concepts have played an important part in electrical

* This paper appears substantially as it was originally prepared some years ago as a

technical memorandum for internal" distribution within Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Its publication is rendered timely by the applicability to the recently announced transis-

tor devices. Present experience indicates, in fact, that the configuration of Fig. 13

furnishes the most useful equivalent four-pole network for the transistor.

Mr. J. A. Morton has called my attention to an early paper in this field by Strecker and

Feldtkeller (E.N.T. Vol. 6, page 93, 1929) in which the general theory of active networks

has been well developed. However, the early state of the then prevailing art prevented the

full demonstration of the power of the method and of course precluded the possibility of

application to modern devices. This paper enlarges the general theory and makes logical

applications of the method to modern devices. Since the appearance of the Strecker-

Feldtkeller paper several other papers touching upon this subject have appeared. How-

ever, no attempt at giving a complete bibliography will be made, except to call attention

to the contributions of Prof. M. J. O. Strutt, who also has adopted the four-pole point of

view.

The I.R.E. Electron Tube Committee has adopted the four-pole viewpoint and has

proposed methods of tests for experimentally determining the four-pole parameters of elec-

tron tubes. This material will be published in the new I.R.E. standards on electron

tubes.
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engineering, particularly in communication engineering. One might almost

say that a problem is not solved unless an equivalent circuit has been found

whose performance will exhibit some of the characteristics of the actual

problem. This need for circuit concepts reflects a desire to make the

phenomena more alive and subject to physical interpretation, for it is true

that equivalent circuit concepts have greatly contributed towards physical

interpretation of analytical expressions. A problem may very well be

studied without recourse to the equivalent circuit concept and a correct

answer obtained, yet the development of an equivalent circuit adds greatly

to the complete interpretation of the physical phenomena.

In this paper we shall be concerned only with linear a-c amplifier operation

where the term linear indicates that the analytical expressions connecting

currents and voltages are linear, that is, involve only the first power of any

instantaneous current or its derivative. We shall further restrict our atten-

tion to the usual mode of four-terminal amplifier operation in which one pair

of terminals is associated with the signal to be amplified and the other pair

with the amplified signal. The equivalent a-c circuit of such a transducer

will require the development and interpretation of the linear relations

connecting the a-c currents and voltages at the input terminals with corre-

sponding quantities at the output terminals. At this point we can logically

postulate that the important formal difference between an active and a

passive four-pole lies in that the law of reciprocity no longer can be assumed

to hold for the active network. Since passive four-poles require three inde-

pendent parameters for their complete specification the active four-pole

will require at least one additional parameter.

In the practical applications we shall be principally concerned with the

various triode four-pole connections. A short review of the various stages

involved in deriving the newer forms of equivalent triode circuits will there-

fore be considered prior to the introduction of generalized concepts. Such

a review is in the main concerned with the effect of frequency upon the

early forms of the equivalent triode circuit.

In the review we shall confine ourselves to the usual grounded cathode

mode of operation since it is only in recent times that grounded grid and

grounded plate operation have come into use. This distinction is, however,

not necessary and is introduced solely for simplicity.

The conventional notation as well as the positive current directions are

indicated on Fig. 1 for a general four-pole N. It is assumed here that termi-

nals 1 are the available input and terminals 2 the available output terminals.

This choice of current direction appears to the writer to be the most con-

venient to use when the four-pole is energized at the input terminals 1 only.

Consider, now, a grounded triode operated at such a low frequency that
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all displacement or capacity currents can be disregarded, and let it first be

supposed that the grid is negatively polarized with respect to the cathode so

that grid current is absent. This represents the most primitive form of

operation, governed by a law which has been termed ''The equivalent-plate-

circuit Theorem." 1 With reference to the assumed current direction this

theorem may be expressed by saying that the application of the voltage V\ to

the grid is equivalent, so far as phenomena in the plate circuit are concerned,

to the application of the voltage —ixV\ in series with a resistance rv , where

/i is the amplification factor and rp the internal plate resistance. The

© ©
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Fig. 1—Current-voltage relations for a general four-pole.
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Fig. 2—Equivalent circuit of a negative grid triode at low frequencies.

equivalent circuit for this mode of operation is thus as shown in Fig. 2, where

the input terminals 1 are represented by the grid G and the cathode C and

the output terminals by the anode P and the cathode C. In terms of analy-

sis the circuit is described by the two equations

h =

pV\ = hrp + 1'
2

(1)

Equations (1) and their associated circuit Fig. 2 are expressions of the

fact that in any closed loop the voltages must be in equilibrium.

By a slight rearrangement of (1) a network representation based on current

1 Chaffee, "Theory of Thermionic Vacuum Tubes," page 192.
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equilibrium may be obtained. For this purpose (1) is written as

h =
(2)

The corresponding network representation is as shown in Fig. 3, where the

energizing source in the plate circuit consists of a constant current generator

/i

of strength — —
Vi impressed across the output terminals 2.

©
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Fig. 3—Equivalent circuit of a negative grid triode at low frequencies.
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Fig. 4—Equivalent circuit of a positive grid triode at low frequencies.

Let us now consider a further step and assume that the grid is positive so

that grid current is also flowing. In regard to the grid circuit there is a

theorem called the "Equivalent-grid-circuit Theorem" which is exactly

similar to the corresponding plate circuit theorem. The theorem says that

the a-c grid current can be calculated by assuming that an e.m.f. /i V%

acts in series with a resistance rg where n B is the reflex factor and rg the

internal grid resistance. In symbols and by using the notation of Fig. 1

this is expressed by:

Vi = no V2 + h r (3)

By combining the two theorems the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 results.

Again by writing (3) as

/, = i V, - ^ V,
r„ r„

(4)

a corresponding network based upon current equilibrium may be found.
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It is well to note that this general low-frequency case is governed by the

two simultaneous equations

(5)

h = _ toy
2

h = -*
1

1

i
—
rP

V%

which are of the general form

Ix = 0n T, + ^12 Vi

h = faKi + 022 \\

where

|8ii =
r9

2 = -
r

02, = 022 = —

(6)

(7)

The network of Fig. 4 is thus a possible form of circuit interpretation of

(5) or (6). It may also be observed that (6) represents at least formally

the most general formulation of the linear active four-pole so that even at

very low frequencies the general four-pole point of view might be useful.

Several observations may now be made. In the first place it should be

noted that these networks are not based on any study of the internal action

of the tube, but rather on the purely formal mathematical process of dif-

ferentiating the two functional relations which express the broad fact that

plate and grid currents are some unspecified linear continuous functions of

the grid and plate potentials in the neighborhood of the operating point.

In the second place it may be observed that the network of Fig. 4 repre-

sents in a sense two separate networks interacting with each other by means

of voltage or current generators. This method of equivalent circuit repre-

sentation is the result of separate interpretation of the equivalent plate and

grid circuit theorems. As a corollary it follows that such a four-pole equiva-

lence involves at least two generators within the network in order to take the

effect of interaction into account.

We may say that the networks discussed were satisfactory so long as the

frequency was low enough to allow displacement currents to be disregarded.

With the operation of circuits at higher frequencies (up to the order of 10 6
cps,

say) it became necessary to take the internal tube capacitances into account.

This was done by the superposition of a capacity network as shown in Fig.

5. It is interesting as well as instructive to formulate this network transi-
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tion in analytical terms. The transition rests upon the physical fact that the

total current entering or leaving an electrode is the sum of conduction and

Fig. 5—Equivalent circuit of a positive grid triode at moderately low frequencies.

*- *

(8)

Fig. 6—Parasitic triode network.

displacement current. The network for the displacement currents is passive

and is shown on Fig. 6. For this network:

l[ = PnFi + PnV2

where /( is input and l'2 the output displacement current. The coefficients

appearing have the values

011 = tta(Cge + Cgp)

j8i2 = —iuCgp

J022 = —io)(Cpc + Cgp)

The potentials appearing in (8) are the same as those which occur in the

conduction current equations (5), this being the physical condition which

also must be satisfied. By adding (5) and (8) and by letting h and h
mean total currents we get:

(9)

/, = ri + Mcgc + cj] Vi - r*s + «* cePj
v2

h = f- y + icoC„l Ki - fi- + ico(Cpc + CgpA V* ,

(10)
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These equations are again of the form

h = 021 Vl + 022 V2

599

(ID

where now

(12)

011 = - + MCgc + Cgp )

02i = — - + iwC

M = - I
i + *a,(Cpe + CffP ) I

The network interpretation of Fig. 5 is consistent with (10) and so does,

in fact, constitute a possible network representation.

From (12) the relation

021 + 012 = _ I M , Mo
:i3)

is obtained. The thing to emphasize is that this sum is independent of the

passive feedback admittance and that it is a constant independent of fre-

quency within the range considered. It is, moreover, a quantity which

only is correlated with the conduction currents in the tube. For lack of a

better name the sum (13) will be referred to as "the effective transconduct-

ance." It will play an important role in the later discussion.

As still higher frequencies (above 10 cps) were employed it necame neces-

sary to take into account lead effects, usually in the form of self and mutual

inductances, and by incorporating them in the network of Fig. 5 a slightly

more involved circuit was obtained. This more general network is still

determined by equations of the form (11), for adding the new network ele-

ments merely means that linear transformations are applied to the potentials

V\ and Vt with the result that a new set of /3-coe/ficients is obtained, the

new set being merely of somewhat more complicated form than the first.

With the utilization of frequencies so high that the electron transit times

became comparable with the period of the applied signal, further complica-

tions arose and the equivalent network idea was put to a severe test. In
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this development we may distinguish between two methods of approach.

In one the attempt was made to modify the low-frequency network of Fig.

5 to include transit time effects to a first order of approximation.2 The

second approach differed in that attention was directed only toward the

electron stream itself, while the circuit elements connecting the stream with

the physically available terminals were grouped together with the external

circuit elements.3 The latter approach represented a particularly useful

one from a physical point of view and it also extended the use of basic circuit

elements to include the general diode impedance as a new circuit element

complete in itself. However, even in this latest approach the four-pole

point of view was not adopted, with consequent loss of generality and unity

in viewpoint. Moreover, the fact that only the electron stream itself was

considered caused some confusion.

With this brief review of the development of equivalent circuit representa-

tion of vacuum tube amplifiers in mind we turn now to the main body of the

paper in which a more general treatment of the problem is considered. It

will be shown, in the coming sections, how it is possible to lump all the

factors involved in vacuum tube amplifiers, i.e., physical circuit parameter

and internal electronic effects involving the electron transit time, into a

single coordinated picture with an equivalent circuit representation of the

overall effect.

Equivalent Circuit Representation of Active Linear Four-Pole

Pole Equations

Whenever the response of a general transducer is related in a linear manner

to the stimulus, the transducer behavior is described by two linear relations.

Although we are primarily concerned with electromagnetic transducers the

concepts to be used are of broader utility and may, for example, also be

applied to mechanical and electromechanical transducers.

There are various ways in which the behavior of the four-pole may be

expressed analytically. The form expressing current equilibrium has al-

ready been given and it may well serve as a starting point for the following

discussion:

Thus we have:

h = PiiKi + PaVt]
(14)

h = ftiVi + &2F2
J

2 F. B. Llewellyn, "Electron-Inertia Effects," Cambridge University Press, 1941.

3 F. B. Llewellyn and L. C. Peterson, Interpretation of Ultra-High Frequency Tube
Performance in Terms of Equivalent Networks, Proceedings of the National Electronics

Conference, 1944.
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as expressions for current equilibrium at any frequency. The four param-

eters /3 which appear have simple physical meanings, and it is seen that

/3n is the input admittance with output shorted

—Pn is the output admittance with input shorted

— /3i2 is the feedback admittance with input shorted

&i is the transfer admittance with output shorted.

Before proceeding to the network representations of (14) it seems well

to state briefly some of the reasons which almost force one to adopt the four-

pole point of view when dealing with vacuum tubes in the higher frequency

range.

There are the pedagogical reasons that classical methods long employed
for passive networks are merely extended into the realm of active networks,

thus providing unity in viewpoints.

The basic analysis involving the four-pole parameters for a particular

transducer needs to be performed only once and, once obtained, all problems

involving terminal impedances may, in any particular case, be solved in a
routine manner.

There are also further practical reasons. We saw above that with in-

crease in frequency the classical equivalent network had to be modified to a

considerable extent in order to include the parasitic elements. This poses

a serious problem for the tube designer, whose task it is to estimate the tube

performance between known terminations. Such a task based upon the

modified classical circuit becomes very difficult and cumbersome. More-
over, it is also difficult to segregate and measure the parasitic elements.

Hence it appears that one could gain much if design parameters could be

developed capable of reflecting parasitic and transit time effects. Finally,

it is desirable to develop equivalent circuits with a minimum number of

parameters bearing simple relationships to quantities which can be measured
directly.

These general desires arising from the practical needs of the tube designer

can be satisfied if tube behavior is specified by means of four-pole parameters.

All in all the four-pole point of view can be made to satisfy the logical

needs of integrated concepts as well as the practical needs of simplicity in

the specification of tube performance.

After this brief presentation of the argument for the four-pole point of

view, the network representation of (14) will now be considered.

Stated in broadest terms: we are seeking a network representation by
considering the two equations as a single unit and not by the trivial considera

tion of each equation by itself.
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We need, to begin with, the well-known network representation of a

passive four-pole. Equation (14) has, then, the form

h = &11V1 + PnVt 1

h = -PnVi + faVz]

and one equivalent circuit representation is that given by the IT network

having the element values shown in Fig. 7. If so desired the IT network

can of course also be transferred into an equivalent T network.

"/3t2

Ai*/3i2 ~(/3 22-/3 12)

Fig. 7—Equivalent circuit of a passive four-pole.

-/3.2 (/3|2+/32I)
V

1 I

„ ll '» n

1
"""*"

1

Jv, /»ll+/3|2 -(/322-/3|2) l

Fig. 8—Equivalent circuit of an active four-pole; current impressed at the output.

Now write (14) as

h = -foVi + feF2 + (J3n + Pn)Vi]
(16)

Whence it is seen by a comparison with (15) that the network representation

of the active four-pole differs from the passive one merely by the presence

of the impressed current {fin -r fti) Vi . A possible network representation

of the general active four-pole is thus as shown on Fig. 8.

An immediate application may be illuminating. Consider, for example,

the triode operated with positive grid, with interelectrode capacitances

taken into account. The four-pole equations are given by (11) and (12)

and the classical network is that of Fig. 5. From (12) and Fig. 8 we get the

network of Fig. 9. It may be observed that, while in Fig. 5 the source and

source-free constituents are intermingled, this is not the case in Fig. 9

where, on the contrary, a clear demarcation is present between such con-

stituents.
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In regard to the general network of Fig. 8 it may be noted that the

network is composed of two parts. One part obeys the reciprocal law and is

represented by a IT (or T) network and is consequently specified by three

parameters. The other part is merely an impressed current controlled by
the input potential V x . From the fact that the II (or T) network obeys the

v, c gc

•GKM

*c-^3 h-P,

Fig. 9—Equivalent circuit of a positive grid triode at moderately low frequencies;

current impressed at the output.

J(/3
I2 +/32,)V2

J3 2 i

!* -
*

M

Jv, . (/3n-/3 2 i) -(/3 22 +/32i)
1

Fig. 10—Equivalent circuit of an active four-pole; current impressed at the input.

Fig. 11—Equivalent circuit of a positive grid triode at moderately low frequencies;

current impressed at the input.

reciprocal law, the conclusion does not follow that it in general behaves as a

passive network. The element values may, for example, be negative, and

Bode's integral relations may not necessarily be true for this network.

It should further be noted that the network representation holds for all

frequencies. The effect of frequency will be that the admittances in the

network change and in changing they will, for example, reflect effects due to

parasitics and electron transit time.
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We next observe that the network of Fig. 8 is not unique; in other words

it is not the only possible network. To see this it need merely be observed

that from the group of four independent /3 parameters in (15) there are

several ways in which a subgroup may be selected containing only three of

them. For example the "passive part" of the network in Fig. 8 was con-

structed from the three parameters jSu , 0ia and /322 . But this is evidently not

the only choice. Moreover, the impressed force was taken to be voltage-

controlled but this again does not represent the only possibility.

In general it follows that the "passive part" of the network will reflect

at least three properties of the complete network. In Fig. 8, for example,

the "passive part" reproduces faithfully the two short-circuit driving-point

admittances and the feedback admittance of the complete network.

Finally it is well to observe that only one driving force is needed in the

general network formulation.

With this background of the general ideas involved let us now further

explore some of the possibilities suggested as to other "passive network"

constituents. Let us, for example, use |Sn , &2 and /32i for the "passive part".

We then write (14) as

h = PuVi - foiF2 + (0i2 + ftOVtl
(17)

h = ftiFi + faV* )

and from (17) the network representation of Fig. 10 follows. In addition

this network differs from that of Fig. 8, in that the impressed current appears

on the input side and that it is controlled by the output rather than by the

input voltage. As an illustration consider again the triode operated with

positive grid. The equivalent network is now as shown in Fig. 11.

Now let it be supposed that the impressed force be current rather than

voltage-controlled. We then first transform (14) into

t/ -. -*1 ft2 v

/ fe
/l + F2 (ft!

-^A?)
Pll \ Pll /

and then rewrite (18) as

V - II — &2 V
Pii Pii

T P" T 4- V (r MA -J-
&2 ± P*1

Th = ——/!+ Vl I P22 S J + a il

(18)

(19)
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It can be shown that the network representation of Fig. 12 is consistent with

(19). This network representation suffers from two obvious disadvantages.

One is that the "passive network" is determined by only one short-circuit

driving-point admittance of the complete network. The other short-circuit

driving-point admittance of the "passive part" appears to be unrelated to

any simple admittance which may be found from measurements at the

output terminals of the complete network. The second disadvantage is

that the coefficient of the current in the impressed force is of a complicated

nature, since a driving-point admittance enters. Moreover, a closer

investigation shows that in this network representation the "passive part"

besides preserving the driving-point admittance 0u and the feedback ad-

mittance /3i2 , also preserves the quantity A/j = (Jufha
—

/312&1 of the complete

network.

-A2 y3i2+/3 2 t , 1

/»H ' \ I2Il

- »

Jv, /3„+/3 l2 !?*-**&*)
I

Fig. 12—Equivalent circuit of an active four-pole; current impressed at the output.

By proceeding from (19) in a way similar to that used in (17) the network

in Fig. 12 transforms into another in which the impressed force appears on

the input side. Many other networks can also be found.

The networks discussed were based on (14), which expressed the fact of

current equilibrium and leads rather naturally to IT networks together with

an impressed current source. On the other hand, starting with the four-

pole equations which express voltage equilibrium, one encounters T networks

together with impressed electromotive forces. These networks must now
also be considered. In regard to the details involved in their derivation we
may be very brief since the methods are similar to those already employed.

The four-pole equations expressing voltage equilibrium may be written

as

Vi = ZnIi + ZvJ2
\

V, = ZtJi + Z22/J
(20)

where current and voltage directions are assumed to be taken in accordance

with the conventions of Fig. 1.
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The four parameters Z are of simple physical significance and it follows

that:

Z\\ is the input impedance with output open

— Z22 is the output impedance with input open

— Z12 is the feedback impedance with input open

Z2 i is the transfer impedance with output open.

The relations between the /3's and the Z's are given by the expressions:

r - Zaa
P11 — —

£22 =

(21)

where

We have also

where

Az =
Z,x

Za

Z12

Z22

A 7, =

A =

A,

ftl /3l2

(S21 ^22

(22)

(23)

(24)

Applying now to (20) the transformations which led to the networks of

Figs. 9, 10 and 12, we get the networks of Figs. 13, 14 and 15.

The "passive part" of the network in Fig. 13 reproduces the two open

circuit impedances Zn and Z22 as well as the feedback impedance Z12 of the

complete network.

The network in Fig. 14 differs from that of Fig. 13 because of the use of the

transfer impedance Zn in the "passive part" with the result that the im-

pressed current appears on the input side.
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The "passive part" in Fig. 15, finally, preserves the open-circuit imped-

ance Z\\ , the feedback impedance Z12 and the determinant A? of the com-

plete network. This network shows incidentally a close resemblance to one

already published.

(Z,2 + Z 2 ,)I,

- 'l l*

-Ki) +

Zii + Z, 2 -(2 22~Z z)

1* -Z,2 1
v2

Fig. 13—Equivalent circuit of an active four-pole; voltage impressed in series with the

output.

. h

-(Z,2+Z2,)I2
I2 _

|v,

-vy+
Jn-Zfi -(a

Z11

^2 + Z21)

1

Fig. 14—Equivalent circuit of an active four-pole; voltage impressed in series with the

[nput.

—4k—&•
Z11+Z,

-2,
- Zaa-2,

ai + Z l2 -*-Z„\

Z„ / v2

Fig. 15—Equivalent circuit of an active four-pole; voltage impressed in series with the

output.

It is well to emphasize that, while all the complete networks are equiva-

lent, this is not true for the "passive parts." In fact from their derivation

it follows that none are equivalent. Specific circumstances may make it

desirable to perform transformations on the passive parts. For example,

it might be more convenient to work with a II than with a T network. Such

transformations are of course perfectly legitimate and raise the question of

choice of equivalent networks. A few remarks on this subject may be

3 Loc. cit.
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appropriate, since the choice is not quite a matter of indifference. Broadly

speaking, the choice will depend upon the relative advantages of nodal and

mesh analysis and in most practical situations the former has proved

to be the more convenient of the two. One cannot, however, be too dog-

matic in this regard. Consider the networks of Figs. 8 and 13. Suppose,

for example, that parasitic elements appearing as a passive IT network had

to be superimposed. It is then more convenient to use Fig. 8, not only on

account of the ease with which this may be done, but also on account of

the fact that the effective transadmittance 0u + £21 is invariant with respect

to such a superposition. If, on the other hand, parasitic elements appear

as series elements (lead inductances for example) the network of Fig. 13

might be more convenient since the effective transimpedance Zn + Z-n

now remains invariant.

It is also desirable to choose an equivalent network whose elements are

capable of being determined by simple measurements; from this considera-

tion the network on Fig. 8 is of distinct advantage.

Application to Triodes

The preceding section was primarily directed towards the development

of possible forms of network representations of the general four-pole equa-

tions. In this section one of these forms, namely that given in Fig. 8, will

be used to represent the three modes of triode operation. Depending upon

which electrode is at a-c ground potential, we may distinguish between the

following methods of operation:

1. Grounded cathode operation.

2. Grounded grid operation.

3. Grounded plate operation.

The schematic diagrams, together with assumed voltage and current

directions for these modes, are shown on Figs. 16, 17 and 18 respectively.

With a given set of available terminals the first step in obtaining the

networks consists in calculating the four-pole parameters with respect to

these terminals. It will be assumed that the coupling circuits have been

designed with such efficiency that lead effects can be disregarded, so that the

available terminals actually coincide with anode, grid and cathode. This

set of available terminals brings us as close to the electron stream as it is

physically possible to attain and it represents the ideal towards which design

tends.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider the details involved in the

calculations of the four-pole parameters. The basic tools needed are the

result of a study of the dynamics of the electron stream, which started from
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fundamentals,
4
and some familiarity with this work is assumed on the part

of the reader. Concerning these tools two reservations need be made. In

the first place the tools apply to planar rather than to cylindrical structures.

Since, however, there is a decided tendency toward planar structures,

especially in the high-frequency field, because of a desire for uniform electron

streams, this limitation does not seem serious. In the second place the tools

are also subject to the limitation of a single-valued velocity electron stream.

-OP

Go-

v
I 1 /

oCCo

Fig. 16—Vurrent-voltage relations for the grounded cathode triode.
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Fig. 17—Current-voltage relations for the grounded grid triode.
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Fig. 18—Current-voltage relations for the grounded plate triode.

This, again, is not too serious, since one of the aims in present high-frequency

tube design is to produce as uniform a stream as possible. Nevertheless,

the effects produced by multiple velocities are important to know. Studies

along such lines have been made by Mr. Frank Gray of these Laboratories.

The operating conditions of the triode are assumed to be quite general.

There are, for example, no restrictions placed upon frequency and space

charge and the grid may, moreover, have either positive or negative d-c

potential with respect to the cathode.

4 F. B. Llewellyn and L. C. Peterson, "Vacuum Tube Networks," Proceedings of the

I.R.E., March, 1944.
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With current and voltage directions as in Figs. 16, 17 and 18, the follow-

ing Tables I, II and III list the four-pole parameters for the three modes of

triode operation in both /3 and Z forms.

Table I

Four-Pole Parameters for Grounded Cathode Triode

021 =

A0 =

yu + ;m + >"22

As - -
DD

}'21 + y22
3"22 H

011 /5 12

021 022

D

yn A'22

D

D = 1 +

1 1

Zu = — + —
yn MJ22

yu + y2i + y22

M3"22

Zl2 =

1 }'21

Z2 i = - +
yn yn ^22

Zoo =
|_yu ?22 yn ynJ

Az =
Zu Z12

Z21 Z22

fi=amplication factor.

D
yu yii

The y admittance coefficients appearing in the above tables were fully

explained and discussed in the paper on Vacuum Tube Networks, to which

reference has already been made. Suffice it here to say that yn is the

admittance of the diode coinciding with cathode and equivalent grid plane

and y22 the admittance of the diode coinciding with the equivalent grid plane

and the anode and finally y21 the transadmittance between these fictitious

diodes. The admittance yn depends upon the d-c conditions between cath-

ode and grid and upon the transit angle for this region alone. The diode

admittance V22 depends in a similar manner upon the d-c space charge

conditions in the grid-anode region as well as upon the transit angle for this

region alone. For the small degree of space charge which usually exists

between grid and plate of most triodes, y22 can be represented by a simple

capacitance. The transadmittance y2i can be resolved into two factors, the

first of which depends only upon the transit angle between cathode and

grid, and the second only upon the transit angle between grid and anode.

In the paper on vacuum tube networks all these admittances were plotted



Table II

Four-Pole Parameters for Grounded Grid Triode

0ii =

>'n

021 = -

A 5 =

vii I 1 + -

D

V21 -

D

011 012

021 022

yu yii

D
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Mu
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>
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1 1

/.! = — + " Z12 = —
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Z*=± --2SL Za -_
M.V22 V11 y» y22 AO'22J

A z = Zll Z12
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1 _ D
A^ yu yj2

/* = amplification factor.

Table III

Four-Pole Parameters for Grounded Plate Triode

yu + )'2i + y>2 yu + yai
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yn ( 1 + -

M
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011 012
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D

nytt

1 1
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V22 M*Ss
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Z„ Z,2 1 D

P- +
-S-1

Ly2i yuA-J

yn 3'22 yn y»J

Z21 Za A3 yuyu

^ = amplication factor.
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graphically, showing both phase and magnitude, and this paper is referred

to for details.

Tables I, II and III, in conjunction with Figs. 8, 13 and 15, allow us to

derive the equivalent networks of Figs. 19, 20 and 21.

We must now undertake a discussion of the results given in the tables as

well as of the networks which were derived from them.

y2 .
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1- »•
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Iv. yn+ysi D Un
J1 D

^y 22 j_
yn
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i . y2 t
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yny 22
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(b)
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I<

(n)
12

-Vjy+

1

^y 22
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Jv,
i
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I i i y2 i

y22 ^y22 y^+Mu J
M

o

(c) k =
y2 i

«-

*

va

Fig. 19 (a, b, c)—Three forms of equivalent circuits of the grounded cathode triode

valid at all frequencies.

Initially, it is well to emphasize again that the four-pole parameters and

the corresponding networks are different but equivalent ways through which

the triode signal behavior becomes completely specified for all conditions of

space charge and for all frequencies.

Secondly, there are certain general relations which should be noted. We
observe, first, that the determinants A^ and Az are invariants for the dif-

ferent modes of triode operation, and with exception of phase reversals this

4 Loc. cit.
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is also the case for the effective transadmittance /3i2 ~h /32 i as well as for the

effective transimpedance Zu + Zu . On the other hand, the quantity

7 I y—-
, which appears in the network of Fig. 15 and which represents

Z\\

the driving force per unit input voltage, is invariant (except for reversal in

phase) only for grounded grid and grounded cathode operation. Several
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D
MO y 22
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Fig. 20 (a, b, c)—Three forms of equivalent circuits of the grounded grid triode valid
at all frequencies.

admittance and impedance relations may also be pointed out. For example,

the input short-circuit driving-point admittance U is equal for grounded

cathode and grounded plate operation and the same is true for the output

short-circuit driving-point admittances /?22 for grounded cathode and

grounded grid operation. Moreover, it is also seen that the input short-

circuit driving-point admittance /3n for grounded grid operation is equal to

the output driving-point admittance £22 for grounded plate operation. A
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similar set of reciprocal relations between the open-circuit driving-point

impedances is also present.

In regard to the networks it may first be observed that, since they were

derived from parameters upon which no restrictions had been placed on

either frequency or space charge, they are also generally valid. In passive

circuit theory one is accustomed to the use of only the three basic elements

- *?"<\
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Jn+y 21

jv, ^22 D y2t ~~JX

D 1

o
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-
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(c) K =-
ynO+if)

Fig. 21 (a, b, c)—Three forms of equivalent circuits of the grounded plate triode valid

at all frequencies.

of resistance, inductance and capacitance. For the networks now under

consideration other quantities also need to be included. However, as

normally operated there is usually complete space-charge in the cathode-grid

region and a very small amount of space charge in the grid-plate region.

Under such circumstances the admittance 722 is a simple capacitance and the

amplification factor ft is a real number. The admittances yn and y2 i , on

the other hand, do not allow accepted circuit interpretation to be made,

except in the range of moderately low frequencies when electron transit
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time is taken into account only to a first order of approximation. It is

believed that, in general, these admittances should be considered complete

by themselves as new admittance elements, and, as already remarked, then-

values in magnitude and phase may be found in the paper on vacuum tube

networks to which repeated reference has been made.

As a further property of the networks, consider the expressions for the

0's in Tables I, II and III. It is observed that each 0,-> of a set of 0's con-

tains a common term, suggesting that the networks might be broken up into

at least two elementary constituents. The same observation applies to

each of the three sets of Z's. In Table I, for example, it is seen that this

constant term is represented by y*>/D. The network of Fig. 19a can thus

be thought of as arising from the superposition of two networks, one of which

is determined by the parameters

0n p—

021 = y.i

I)

Pn =

02* = ~ yn
(25)

and the other by the parameters

a" _ V*

012
yn

D

' D

(26)

The admittance coefficients given by (25) correspond to the perfectly uni-

lateral active network shown in Fig. 22a, while the admittance coefficients

in (26) correspond to the '"passive" network in Fig. 22b. The two element-

ary constituents thus take the general forms of these networks. It should

be noticed that these two network constituents are unrelated to the fact

that the total current entering the complete network is the sum of conduction

and displacement current.

Corresponding to the Z's other elementary constituents are obtained, with

general forms as shown on Figs. 23a and 23b.

These elementary constituents are merely reflections of certain mathe-

matical identities. For example, the networks in Fig. 22 depend upon the

matrix identity

11^12 = 011 + 012

+
— 012012

21022 021 + 012 022 - 012 — 012012

(27)
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while those in Fig. 23 depend upon a corresponding identity. The identity

(27) expresses the fact that the general "/3-network" can be considered as

arising from the parallel connections of the two networks in Fig. 24.

1

b D
yii

MO 1

jv,
J

yja

(a) (b)

Fig. 22 (a, b)—Elementary constituents of Fig. 19a.

. y2(

M\i22 y22 yn y22

\i» y22 ' i

y„

(a) (b)

Fig. 23 (a, b)—Elementary constituents of Fig. 19b.
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|v,
J
V,

-o o-
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Fig. 24 (a, b)—Elementary constituents of Fig. 8.

(b)

v2

There is at present a tendency towards grid designs of very fine mesh.

Such a grid design results in a very large value of the amplification factor

and, for many purposes, sufficient accuracy may be obtained by disregarding

terms containing - as a factor. Under these conditions the network for

grounded cathode operation reduces to an L-network, that for grounded

grid operation to a unilateral network transmitting in the direction from grid

to plate only, while the cathode follower network remains essentially un-

changed.



Table IV

Four-Pole Parameters for Grounded Cathode Triode in the Range of
Moderately Low Frequencies
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Table V

Four-Pole Parameters for Grounded Grid Triode in the Range of
Moderately Low Frequencies
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In the foregoing, the behavior of an active four-pole has been described

either in terms of four-pole parameters or in terms of elements of an equiva-

lent circuit. The particular four-pole parameters, which are of customary

use in communication engineering, are the so-called image parameters, but

they have usually been used only in connection with passive four-poles.

They may, however, also be used in the more general vacuum tube four-pole

now under discussion, but whether their employment would be of practical

Table VI

Four-Pole Parameters for Grounded Plate Triode in the Range of
Moderately Low Frequencies

1 (wC,)2
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i« C,
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11/ 1 / 4 3d \
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— * - 2 k

value is a matter which engineering experience will decide. In any case

their use would be limited to vacuum tubes in which appreciable interaction

between input and output terminals is present. From a practical standpoint

this means that their usefulness would be mainly found in connection with

triodes.

Triode Networks at Moderately Low Frequencies

The networks discussed in the preceding section were of general validity

in respect to both operating conditions and frequency and it was mentioned
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that the efforts of trying to interpret the "passive" parts of the networks

in the form of lumped passive circuit elements had, in general, met with not

too much success. In this section attention will be given to the range of

moderately low frequencies where usual circuit interpretation is possible.

The operating conditions are assumed to be the usual ones with complete

1

1 (»Ci)» „ /*

6 -5

4

KH-:')J

i +

„ _ (wC')
2

l

;H2')

ix \ 3 -ri /

C" = G
1 / 4 .r» A

i +

u 1 / 4 *2 \

Fig. 25—Equivalent circuit of grounded cathode triode at moderately high frequencies.

space charge in the cathode-grid region, and negligible space charge in the

grid-plate region. Also it will be assumed that the grid is at negative d-c

potential with respect to the cathode.

The first step is to expand the /3 coefficients in series with transit angles

retained only to first or possibly to second orders. As the detailed computa-

tions are lengthy only the final result will be given. These are presented in

Tables IV, V and VI.
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Fig. 26—Equivalent circuit of grounded grid triode at moderately high frequencies.

In these tables the symbols have the following meanings:

go = static conductance of the diode formed by the cathode and equivalent

grid-plane.

fx = low frequency amplification factor.

Xi = cathode-grid distance in cm.

#2 = grid-anode distance in cm.

C\ = cold capacitance between cathode and equivalent grid plane

Ci = cold capacitance between anode and equivalent grid plane.

0i = electron transit angle between cathode and equivalent grid plane.

It is most simply calculated from

go

02 = electron transit angle between anode and equivalent grid plane.
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Fig. 27—Equivalent circuit of grounded plate triode at moderately high frequencie3.
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It may be calculated from

(tilx

2 v% {VVD1 + Vvt

where 17 = 10
7 - = 1.76 X 1015

m
Voi — equivalent d-c grid potential

Vm = anode d-c potential

F = 1 + ??
61 V^_+ 2VS + ?

^ _ VF^+2yX2

VVdi + Vfd2

With the aid of these tables and Fig. 8 the equivalent circuits on Figs. 25,

26 and 27 are obtained. The networks are all of the resistance-capacity

type. It may be noted that, in some of the branches, negative conductance

or negative capacitance appears. However, as seen from the external tube

terminals they are swamped by corresponding positive elements.

The viewpoints presented in this paper have been used by the writer over

a number of years. They have been given experimental application by

Mr. J. A. Morton, who is principally responsible for their introduction and

use in the studies in these Laboratories of electron tubes in the microwave

regions.

With this, our investigation comes to a close. Much has been omitted,

particularly in the field of applications, but it is nevertheless hoped the funda-

mental approach, as well as the networks given, may prove to be useful in

practical applications. The questions of noise and of optimum noise figure

design have also been left out of consideration. Mr. J. A. Morton and the

writer plan to discuss these problems in a forthcoming paper.

The writer is pleased to acknowledge his indebtedness to Messrs. R. K.

Potter, J. A. Morton, and R. M. Ryder, who have encouraged this work

and urged its publication; and to Mr. W. E. Kirkpatrick for constructively

critical scrutiny of the original technical memorandum.
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